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X-Training Ltd. Case study.

Background:

X-Training is a fictive company, which operates in the area of reselling stationary and office supplies. 
X-Training focuses on 5 key categories of office supplies: Paper & Envelope, Writing, Ink & Toner, 
Filing and Display. 

Company has several suppliers/ vendors to procure the office supplies from. In majority cases 
procured items are contracted in advance following the categorization. Contracts are agreed and 
signed off by specified departments, where dedicated people do have authorization to approve 
the contracts. Contracts are usually validated prior approval and specific - marked items require 
special attention and additional validation in order to proceed to approval process. Approval process 
following the validation consist of either one or two levels dependent on contract value. First approval 
level is always linked to responsible department, where organizational structure follows the structure 
of item categories. Furthermore, all contracts above 10.000 are subject to Board approval.

Approved contracts are issued and sent to vendors for countersign. Vendor signed contracts are 
properly archived.

Purchases of contracted and not contracted items are always executed via purchase orders. 
Purchase order can only be issued for existing vendor. Only enlisted items can be ordered from 
vendors. Purchase order above total value of 5.000 needs to be approved prior its issue.

The good practice in the company ensures that new vendors, with whom contracts are negotiated 
are recorded into master data records only after the contract is signed. Another practice ensures 
that contracted prices are always linked to specific items, so that it is transparent, what are the price 
levels negotiated with particular vendors for specified periods.

Company has currently process to monitor and manage expired contracts. Contracts can be 
extended or left expired.

Requirements:

X-Training Ltd. Has decided in line with the company vision to transform all current processes into 
digital and paperless processes. Strategy to achieve the vision comprise of 2 major goals – 1.) improve 
the current contracting and procurement processes to ensure smooth and efficient workflows with 
focus on transparent, fast and auditable (controlled) execution to minimize E2E process time. 2.) 
utilize business process management tool enabling digital transformation of the processes removing 
physical routing of documentation, physical signatures and approvals. Introduce benefits of…..

X-Training Contracting and Procurement processes.

There are 2 main process areas included: Contracts and Purchase orders. Processes are supported 
by existing master data including Vendors, Item categories, Items, Departments.

Contracts should be created using existing vendor master data, nevertheless, in case of new vendor 
contract negotiations, it should be possible to create new vendor master data directly from entries 
made on particular contract. Special attention should be paid to master data quality and duplicities 
on vendor master data records should be avoided. Contracts created should be linked to dedicated 
departments, which are responsible for contracting specific item categories. Contracted item lines 
should carry necessary information i.e. category, item, unit cost, volume and overall value. Item 
information from signed contracts should be on particular item records master data.

Contracts should be visible to responsible departments and the authorized user should see screen 
with list of contracts showing transparently the Contract number, Contract description, Vendor name, 
Contract validity, Contracting department, Contract value, Contract preview.

Workflow expectations:

Steps to Create, Validate and Approve contracts should start with the responsible person, who deals 
with and enters the contract into the system. Responsible person – Requestor should be able to work 
on contract preparation and be able to save the work in progress and return back later without losing 
any entered details. Completely prepared contract will be in first place submitted from Requestor 
to person responsible for overall formal validation. In case of specific items, which are marked on 
master data level and special additional validator is assigned, entire contracts including at least one 
of such items would need to pass the additional validation step. Each contract requires an approval 
by authorized approver appointed on department level. In case there would be several department 
approvers, it should be enough to have the authorization of one of appointed approvers. Contracts 
valued above 10.000 are considered as high value contracts and require attention and approval of 
the X-Training Ltd. board. In any step of the process the assigned person is entitled to move the 
contract to the next step in the process or reject the contract and return it back to beginning of the 
process to the responsible requestor. When assigned person decides to reject the contract, there 
needs to be a mandatory comment added with the reasoning why the contract has been rejected 
and returned. The only role with authority to cancel the contract i.e. to deny approval and terminate 
any further activities linked to the contract entry should be the company Board. Requestor should 
also have the option to cancel, nevertheless, it is obvious as there needs to be a simple way to 
handle erroneous contracts. Requestor should also be able to recall the contract approval process 
in any of its step i.e. to bring it to status Rejected and assign it back to Requestor.
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Additional features 

required to be part of the approval process should be the notification about the status of the approval 
process received by requestor at every change of the process status as well as notification about 
pending action received by the next responsible person in the process. Notifications for the next 
responsible person should enable easy action directly from email inbox (on the computer as 
well as on mobile devices) i.e. ability to approve or reject the contract in the particular workflow 
step. Notifications should be comprehensive and with defined content. Minimum information to 
be provided by notification should be: contract number, link to contract if entering of the contract 
would be required. Information about the current status and previous status so that it is transparent 
from where did it move from and to. Information on the assigned action owner and comprehensive 
information on contract details i.e. Vendor, Contract name and details description, contract validity, 
contract value and contracted items with their contracted prices and volumes.

Next requirement links back to Vendor master data. It is imperative to have only quality data stored in 
the master data records, hence the need is to align the vendor master data with the ones recorded in 
CZ Company trade register. This alignment needs to be ensured when new vendor data are created 
i.e. feature needs to be considered on master data (vendor) as well as transaction data (contract).

Another must is a printable version of final contract which will be either printed and physically sent 
to counter sing to vendor or will be sent via email for sign off. Vendor signed and received contracts 
should be properly archived and it should be possible at any time to access the contracts in easy 
manner.

Contracts should be monitored on their expiry date and expired contracts should be pushed to 
attention of their initial requestors to execute necessary action e.g. extend the contract or confirm 
expiration of the contracts. 

Another requirement is related to ability to manage the approvers for the department in easiest 
possible way with least or no interactions outside the department.

Embedded overviews of contracts linked to products are required to be available on master data item 
records. All purchase orders should be available to see, where particular products were purchased.

Report encompassing all relevant details from Contracts and Purchase Orders should be available 
on demand to further insights creation by Analytics department. Relevant data are considered for 
Contracts: Contract number, Vendor, Contract from, Contract to, Category, Item, Price, Quantity, 
Volume, Value, Status and for Purchase order the same including PO number, PO issue date and 
PO required delivery date as well.

Last requirement is linked to expectation of company CFO, who is in charge of all company processes 
and wants to be the ultimate super user, who would be able to influence the execution of any process 
managed in the platform i.e. send at any time, any status the request to any other status and role, 
modify freely the forms at any time and any status. 

Statement of Work

Above summarized business requirements creating Statement of Work for the Contracting and 
Procurement digital transformation project expected to be delivered within next 3 working days using 
the Business Process Management platform Xeelo. You are required to understand the requirements 
and analyze them, design the solution and deliver the Xeelo configuration.


